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AMERICAN INFLUENCE

With his bold new retail
concept, Juan Garcia
Mosqueda puts provocative
design front and center.
BY TIFFANY JOW
PORTRAIT BY CHRIS MOTTALINI

(FROM TOP) The entrance to Chamber,
beneath the High Line. Objects displayed
in Chamber No. 1 by Julian Bedel and
Studio Job (left), EDHOLP by Nick Ervinck
(center), and Tisch-und Hängeleuchte
Messing Vergoldet by Studio Job and
Manufactum (right).

Two years ago, Juan Garcia Mosqueda started Studio Job’s collaboration with master Murano
thinking about how he’d make his mark on the glass outfit Venini (the so-called “Tit Lamp”)
design world. Then 24 years old, he mulled or a polyethylene clock housing a mouse by
over his career: He had just witnessed the har- Mal (the Dutch firm best known for its plastic
rowing end of Soho design destination Moss, iteration of the Eames lounge chair), protrude
where he worked as a project manager for a from the ceiling or walls.
year and a half. His mentors, Murray Moss
There’s also a custom unisex perfume, creand Paola Antonelli—both of whom he’d ated by Julian Bedel of Buenos Aires–based
previously interned for—were fighting for perfumery Feuguia 1833, housed in an
inventive, cutting-edge design, but their unadorned, biscuit-shaped porcelain bottle
reach could only make so much impact. To designed by Studio Job. “It’s based on vintage
Mosqueda, American design schools only viles of poison,” Mosqueda says, as he squeezes
perpetuated the matter by favoring a com- a drop of powdery-smelling liquid from the
mercial focus; he saw no emphasis on teaching vessel’s orange rubber top. He plans to launch
students how to use design as a medium for a new scent and corresponding bottle as a
self-expression. (Argentine-born Mosqueda standard for every collection.
attended The School of the Art Institute of
Mosqueda sees his role in the curatorial
Chicago, which has no majors and allows for process as an editor-in-chief, ensuring
a diverse, hands-on approach to making.) He Chamber’s character and ethos is upheld
decided to create a platform for the kind of as a common denominator for every object.
conceptual, thought-provoking objects that He was intimately involved with each of
New York no longer seemed to care about, but the 60 commissioned works in the first colin his mind desperately needed.
lection, liaising with artists and production
Earlier this fall Mosqueda opened Chamber, facilities. The collection’s corresponding
an eccentric emporium of objects organized catalogue, a thick volume designed by New
under a curious conceit: He would hire someone York firm Studio Lin that details the story
else to design, commission, or source 100 behind each piece, was also his idea. “The story
original works to be displayed inside, and creates meaning, which is very important in
repeat the entire process every two years design,” Mosqueda says. “There’s a lot of shalwith a different curator—a strategic plan for a lowness and superficiality in object-making.
gallery (and rookie proprietor). Housed inside Compelling stories make for transcending
the ground floor of Neil Denari’s residential pieces, ones that will always carry a certain
HL23 tower next to the High Line, Chamber value beyond aesthetics.”
isn’t dark—nor is it particularly hidden, as
Growing up in Argentina, Mosqueda’s family
its name suggests. MOS Architects con- traveled extensively and visited the Louvre,
ceived its stark white interior and barrel vault the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the
ceiling, a reference to religious architecture and Hermitage Museum, which turned him on to
reliquaries. Visitors walk through the boutique’s art. He attended a technical high school, where
long, narrow entrance, which opens up to a he began learning about industrial design, and
bright showroom-like space packed with weird then the Art Institute. Mosqueda developed
and wonderful things that can’t be found any- a particular fondness for the Dutch
where else. “It’s a place where everything is brand Droog, specifically Jurgen Bey, Renny
at the same level of importance, regardless of Ramakers, Richard Hutten, and Gijs Bakker.
the discipline, medium, time period, or geo- (The latter two, along with former Droog
graphic origin,” Mosqueda says. “I want to designer Smeets, are featured in Chambers’ first
keep everything as eclectic as possible, and collection.) In college, Mosqueda produced
explore the potential of a contemporary cabinet conceptual works in ceramics, sculpture, instalof curiosities.”
lation, and new media that incorporated themes
Studio Job, the Belgium and Holland-based like amateurism in design and the recontextualatelier founded by visionary husband-and-wife ization of different materials and iconographies.
team Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel—whose He hasn’t designed a single piece since, but
unorthodox work resonated with Mosqueda’s believes his critical thinking evolved to shape
vision—curated Chamber’s first collection. Chamber’s curatorial retail philosophy.
“When I visited their studio in Holland, I
“The visitor experience, the storytelling
realized that they were not only artists, but around each object, and the notion of taking
collectors, and shared my interest of blending a pilgrimage to a place to discover unfamiliar
important art and design pieces of all genres works—these are all part of a conceptual,
with both emerging and established talent,” rather than a marketing- or financially-driven,
Mosqueda says. “They understood where the approach to the business,” Mosqueda says.
concept could go, and pushed the boundaries “Chamber itself is a conceptual object.”
of it.”
Works like an e-shaped copper watering
can by Aldo Bakkar, a massive powder-coated
resin tray by Tord Boontje, an acrylic paintcovered birch shelving system by Richard
Woods, and grotesque glazed ceramic
sculptures by Han van Wetering sit atop custom
wood crates designed by Smeets, evoking an
environment somewhere between a museum
and an art storage facility. Other pieces, such as
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